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CITY OF LAKE OSWEGO 
Development Review Commission Minutes 

March 16, 2015 

 

Vice Chair David Poulson called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. in the Council Chambers of City 
Hall, 380 A Avenue.    
 
Members present:   Chair Brent Ahrend, Vice Chair David Poulson, Kelly Melendez, Paden 

Prichard, Kirk Smith, Jeff Shearer and David Rabbino 

Staff present:    Hamid Pishvaie, Assistant Planning Director; Johanna Hastay, Associate 
Planner; Evan Boone, Assistant City Attorney; and Janice Reynolds, 
Administrative Support 

MINUTES 
Ms. Melendez moved to approve the Minutes of January 5, 2015. Mr. Rabbino seconded the 
motion and it passed 7:0.   

Mr. Prichard moved to approve the Minutes of January 21, 2015. Mr. Poulson seconded the 
motion and it passed 5:0:2.  Mr. Smith and Mr. Rabbino abstained. 

Mr. Poulson moved to approve the Minutes of February 2, 2015. Mr. Smith seconded the motion 
and it passed 6:0:1.  Mr. Ahrend abstained.   

Mr. Poulson moved to approve the Minutes of February 18, 2015. Mr. Rabbino seconded the 
motion and it passed 5:0:3.  Mr. Ahrend, Ms. Melendez and Mr. Smith abstained.   

PUBLIC HEARING 
U 15-0003: A request by 1KLR Investments-Carman, LLC, for modification of an approved 
Development Permit (LU 14-0034), specifically to modify the approved Resource Conservation 
Protection Area boundary, as well the size and setbacks of Lots 3 and 9. The applicant also 
requested approval of a minor variance to construct a 6-foot tall fence along the Carman Drive 
frontage of Lots 1-3. Location of Property: 5316, 5324 and 5362 Carman Drive (Tax Lots 2500, 
2600 and 2700 of Tax Map 21E 07AC).  Link to online video and documents:  

Chair Ahrend opened the public hearing. Mr. Boone outlined the applicable criteria and procedure. 
Each Commissioner related his/her business/occupation. Mr. Prichard, Ms. Melendez, Mr. Ahrend, 
Mr. Poulson each reported a site visit. Mr. Shearer reported being acquainted with Mr. Foote, but 
had no ex parte contact or bias. No one present challenged any Commissioner’s right to hear the 
application.   

Staff Report 
Ms. Hastay had distributed the March 6, 2015 Staff Report. She described the modifications to the 
previous subdivision approval (LU 14-0034) the applicant was asking for. They asked to move 440 
s.f. of the RCPA from one area of the site to another. That would affect Lots 3 and 9. They also 
asked for a minor variance to install a 6-foot fence along the Carman Drive frontages of Lots 1-3.   

The change in RCPA configuration would add one more tree to the RCPA that was over median 
diameter of 11 inches. Two smaller trees would be excluded from the RCPA. It would decrease the 
size of Lot 3 and increase the size of Lot 9.  Lot 3 would still meet the zone’s size requirement but 
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Lot 9 would not. The applicant was asking for PD exceptions that would allow the proposed size of 
Lot 9 and the reduction of the previously-approved rear yard setback on Lot 3 so the lot could 
accommodate a building envelope. Staff concluded the above changes could be approved 
because they were minimal adjustments and complied with PD criteria.   

Ms. Hastay discussed the request for a minor variance to have a 6-foot fence instead of the 
approved 4-foot fence along the Carman Drive frontages. The related criteria ensured a more open 
and friendly streetscape along public frontages; avoidance of detriments to public health and safety 
and potential material injury to properties within 300 feet; and, no adverse impacts on physical or 
natural systems or solar access. Staff advised the proposed fence did not impact the systems or 
solar access. The applicant contended a higher fence would alleviate noise and privacy impacts for 
residents of the subdivision; the 2-foot increase would have no impact on the perspective from 
Carman Drive because of the topography; and there were already 6-foot fences on abutting 
properties, which created a pattern of development the neighborhood was used to.   

Staff advised the higher fence would impact the perception of a pedestrian on the public pathway, 
and there was no clear pattern of fencing in the area because many yards had no or lower fences. 
Staff recommended conditions of approval to offset the impacts: the fence was to meander around 
existing trees; its location was to be reviewed by a certified arborist; and the barren wall 
appearance was to be alleviated by a variety of landscaping and making the top foot lattice.   

Ms. Hastay recommended a new condition to address safety concerns related to vehicular conflicts 
and impacts on pedestrians at the intersection of private access lane and Carman Drive, and to 
ensure that people would be able to open a car door in the parking spaces. New Condition B(3)(d): 
The fence shall be no more than 30 inches in height where it abuts the parking space on Lot 2 or 
within 10 feet of the access easement boundary on Lot 1. Staff advised the criteria for minor 
variance were met with those conditions of approval.   

Questions of Staff 
Staff pointed to where they recommended a lower fence next to parking spaces so there was 
better clearance. They advised that the applicant’s map of the general alignment of a 4-foot fence 
did not meander, but meandering was the expectation. The conditions of approval made that 
clearer. The applicant was now asking for a 6-foot tall fence instead.     

There were questions about the width of Lot 9. Staff explained that the information in the Staff 
Report was incorrect but the table in the previous approval was correct. The lot width as measured 
at the front setback line had been approved in the previous approval and the applicant was not 
proposing to modify that. They proposed to slightly increase the lot dimension at the back of the lot 
which would increase the size of the lot by 440 s.f.    

Staff clarified the open space was private and for the residents, not the public. The proposed 
modification of the RCPA would have no external ramifications; no negative internal ramifications; 
and would slightly benefit Lot 9.   

Applicant 
Mike Foote, 764 10th St. (97034), submitted Exhibits E-12 through E-16, which included 
photographs of neighborhood fences with latticework and a rendering to show the perspective of 
the proposed fence from Carman Drive. He explained they wanted a solid 6-foot fence, without 
lattice, to give the residents who had back yards facing Carman Drive more privacy. The applicant 
proposed to plant landscaping, including three species of Oregon grape, between the roadway 
asphalt and the fence to soften its appearance so it would not look like a wall. They would 
incorporate who was responsible for it and how it was to be maintained into the CC&Rs. The staff 
recommendation was to require five species of plant material. The applicant asked for the 
conditions to call for three species. Mr. Foote noted the characteristics of Oregon grape which 
included that they offered a variety of colors during the year.   
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Matt Scheidegger, AKS Engineering & Forestry, LLC. 12965 SW Herman Rd., Ste. 100, Tualatin, 
OR (97062), said they would have an arborist on site to ensure the existing trees along Carman 
Drive would remain in current condition. A 6-foot fence with appropriate landscaping along Carman 
Drive would be appealing to drivers and pedestrians and would provide privacy for the new homes. 
They had agreed to almost all of the conditions of approval. They had been working closely with 
staff. The requested modifications to the RCPA would allow them to remove two trees in poor 
condition and include one that was in better condition. They felt the overall modification and 
variance would be to the benefit of the project and the surrounding area.   

Questions of Applicant 
When asked to clarify whether the applicant wanted to modify the landscaping requirement from 
five species to three, Mr. Foote said he just wanted it to look good. If they had three that blended in 
properly it would be as good as or better than five that did not meld properly. Ms. Hastay clarified 
that the related condition of approval meant staff would work with a landscape architect to come up 
with five species that could be approved. When asked to confirm that he wanted to revise B(3)(b) 
to specify three instead of five species, Mr. Foote said he was okay with five species.   

Mr. Foote calculated that the solid fence design he was proposing would have more board feet 
than a section with lattice on top; it would hold up better; and it would receive paint well. When 
asked if he was open to other lattice designs, he said no, he wanted a solid fence and confirmed 
that the applicant wanted to remove Condition B(3)(c) which required the top part of the fence to be 
lattice. He described the fence they wanted as “board on board” design and a substantial fence like 
the one in the exhibit they provided. Both sides of the fence would have good appearance. Staff 
characterized it as a really tight Good Neighbor fence.   

Public Testimony 
Proponent 
Brenda Henderson, 16185 White Oaks Dr., (97035), supported allowing a solid, 6-foot fence, which 
was what she and another neighbor had. It helped in regard to noise and privacy. It would fit in with 
existing fences. She thought it looked tidier than fences with a sort of trellis on top.    

Opponent 
Ken Bray, Morrison Estates HOA, 5371 Langford Ln, (97035), represented Morrison Estates 
Homeowners Association across the street from the site (Exhibit G-1). He described the areas their 
Association maintained and the Carman Grove Homeowners Association maintained on the other 
side of Carman Drive. (Exhibit E-8, Carman Drive Properties with 6-foot Tall Fence.) They opposed 
the request for a higher fence because it would look like a wall along Carman Drive in an area 
where there were predominantly pleasant-looking lower iron and stone walls and open frontage. 
He indicated he was not sure what a meandering fence was. He questioned that the proposed 
fence would be a noise barrier for those on his side of the street and was concerned it would echo 
the noise from the 7,000 cars that traveled Carman Drive every day. It would be inconsistent with 
what was on the other side of the street. When asked what type of fence he would suggest for a 
noise barrier he suggested something more solid, like a stone wall. He added that a board fence 
was not visually appealing.   

Staff was asked and explained that those two earlier developments along Carman Drive had been 
approved at a time when all subdivisions, no matter what size, were required to set aside 20% 
open space land; and, that the vision for  the Carman Drive corridor was to have open appearance 
along both sides of the road. Staff advised that there were many different designs and qualities for 
lattice design fences. Staff advised that wood fences did not have great noise abatement qualities 
but had visual value.   

Rebuttal 
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None. 

Deliberations 
No one present asked for the record to be kept open for additional written testimony/evidence. The 
applicant waived their right to keep the record open for a final written argument. Chair Ahrend 
opened deliberations.       

In regard to Condition B(3)(b) landscaping requirements for along the fence Ms. Melendez initially 
suggested giving the applicant flexibility to work with their landscape designer by specifying the 
landscaping was to consist of at least three to five species of evergreen shrubs. Mr. Prichard 
supported the recommended language requiring at least five species, which he said could include 
two species of Oregon grape. Mr. Ahrend noted the recommended condition would result in a mix 
of large and small size plants so they would not all grow to six feet high and create a solid 6-foot 
wall of fence/vegetation.     

Staff pointed out the recommended condition specified the plants were to be installed in natural 
groupings and were to be of varying heights, colors and/or textures. That would be very similar to 
what the neighbors across the street had done. It would be a visually interesting buffer. Later in 
deliberations, Ms. Melendez indicated she was no longer suggesting revising B(3)(b) to refer to 
three species.   

Staff confirmed the original approval required a 4-foot fence. The applicant was asking for a minor 
variance to make it a 6-foot high fence.   

Mr. Rabbino recalled hearing that the proposed 6-foot fence would fill a gap between other 6-foot 
fences; and, that it was a couple of feet below road level so it would appear to be closer to 4-foot 
high. He indicated he had a hard time visualizing what it would look like from road level. If the 
vegetation was to be planted in natural groupings of varying heights and colors 6-foot might be 
appropriate if two feet of it was lost to the height differential between the road and the fence. He 
agreed it made sense to have an even lower fence along the parking area for safety reasons.   

Mr. Prichard did not favor the fence being 6-foot high the whole way. He suggested it should vary 
so it was that high where it was in close proximity to and could help mitigate the height of a house 
viewed from the road; it should be 4-foot where the house was farther away from the road; and, 30 
inches was the maximum height that should be permitted next to the parking area. In addition, he 
thought the fence line would be more pleasing, show more variation, and provide a little more room 
for planting if it was offset 18 inches to two feet to look like angled breaks instead of meandering. 
The distance between the posts should be shorter than eight feet because an 8-foot section was 
very long and he had observed those fences eventually sagged. He noted the fence would not be 
two feet lower than the road everywhere and in places they would be near level. He opined that 
Exhibit E-9 was a misleading illustration.   

Ms. Melendez advised that a 6-foot high fence for this type of development made sense. It offered 
some privacy and acoustical benefits. A 4-foot high fence meant the yards of the houses pushed 
right up to Carman Drive - which had become a road to the freeway – would not be very well used. 
She indicated she was inclined to agree with staff recommended Condition B(3)(c) which called for 
the top 1-foot portion of the fence to be latticed. She commented that the fence should be as 
meandering and interesting as possible. That did not necessarily require lattice, but some sort of 
change in scale or material at the top one foot. She agreed with the additional stepping down of the 
fence at the driveway for safety reasons. She advised that a 6-foot fence along Carman Drive 
would not feel like a 4-foot fence driving past even if there was a differential in the topography. Mr. 
Poulson noted the 2-foot differential did not go all the way along the frontage.   
 

Mr. Shearer stated he could agree to allow a 6-foot fence, softened with plantings. He did not favor 
lattice based on his experience that lattice-topped fences were hard to maintain. He would 
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eliminate any fence in the parking area where car doors would bang into it or someone would take 
it out with a car. He would have low plantings there instead.    

Ms. Hastay clarified that new condition B(3)(d) required a 30-inch fence along the parking area if 
the applicant installed one there, but it did not preclude them from removing the fence there if they 
decided to. The Commissioners discussed revising that condition by removing the requirement for 
a 30” fence in the access/parking area and replacing it by low plantings instead. It would be easier 
to see moving people and cars near the entranceway; and there would be landscaping there.   

Staff clarified the original approval required the applicant to provide proposed CC&Rs for staff and 
the City Attorney to review but did not address a regular financial obligation of homeowners for 
fence maintenance. If the Commission wished to they could add a related condition of approval. 
Mr. Poulson commented on the difficulty of policing that kind of requirement.   

The Commissioners recalled the applicant asked them to remove Condition B(3)(c) which required 
lattice on the top portion of the fence. They discussed that the applicant had shown them examples 
of lattice they did not like but there were many options for lattice available for the applicant to 
choose form. They discussed specifying the quality of the lattice in terms of aspects such as tight 
spacing, size/thickness of the pieces, and longevity but they did not get into that level of design 
specifications. Ms. Melendez suggested the applicant could be allowed to install the kind of lattice 
they wanted as long as it visually broke up fence height into a 5-foot piece and a one-foot piece; it 
was high quality material; and it was maintained. Mr. Shearer asked staff to do as much as they 
could when they reviewed it to ensure that landscaping in front of the fence was done properly so it 
would break up the fence line up, soften it, and make it look great. Mr. Poulson agreed it needed to 
be maintained to look great. Mr. Rabbino suggested imposing a maintenance requirement.     

Mr. Pishvaie advised that not all lattice fencing break down in the first year. It depended on the 
quality and design. The Commission could make a clear statement that they expected the lattice to 
be a high quality product.      
 
Mr. Prichard suggested calling for “significant offsets,” even if they were only 18 inches, because 
the term ‘meandering’ was not specific enough. Mr. Ahrend observed the applicants’ exhibit did not 
show how it would meander but the related recommended condition called for it to be to the 
satisfaction of staff. Specifying 18 inches might create problems where they needed to go around a 
tree. Ms. Hastay noted the area in which it was to meander was pretty tight and they would 
probably have to meander a little onto private property. She suggested giving the applicant 
flexibility in the field so they could follow the certified arborist’s recommendations.   
 
Mr. Pishvaie discussed the issue of whether the Commission should consider the aesthetic quality 
of a fence when that was a matter of personal taste. He explained why DRC had the authority to 
review the fence design when it was in the public interest.   
 
Mr. Ahrend polled the Commissioners in regard to whether they would allow a 6-foot fence; 
whether they should require lattice on top; and if there should be a quality material requirement. 
Mr. Rabbino indicated he could agree to a fence that had lattice with some sort of quality 
requirement. Mr. Prichard indicated portions of the fence should be four feet and six feet high and 
instead of saying “meandering” they would say “offset” to get more variation in the fence. He did 
not take a position on lattice. Ms. Melendez would allow a 6-foot fence, specify “high quality” 
lattice, and add language regarding planting vegetation against the parking spaces in lieu of a 
fence there. Mr. Poulson, Mr. Smith and Mr. Shearer agreed with Ms. Melendez. 
 
Ms. Melendez moved to approve LU 15-0003 subject to the conditions of approval recommended 
in the Staff Report, modified as follows:   
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• Condition B(3)(c) was to be modified to specify that the lattice was to be of high quality and had 
to meet staff’s approval.  

• New Condition B(3)(d) was to require the 30” fence adjacent to the parking stalls at the 
entrance from Carman Drive be omitted and replaced with a full body of vegetation.   

Ms. Hastay asked the Commissioners to consider the other side of the shared access lane as well. 
The Commissioners agreed that new Condition B(3)(d) should indicate that there was to be no 
fence along the parking stalls on Lot 2 and within 10 feet of the access easement boundary on Lot 
1. The condition was to call for landscaping to replace a fence there. Mr. Poulson seconded the 
motion.  

Mr. Foote stated that he agreed to the changes in conditions of approval.   

The vote was conducted and the motion passed 7:0. The final vote on the findings, conclusions 
and order was scheduled on April 16, 2015, at 7:00 p.m. 

GENERAL PLANNING AND OTHER BUSINESS 
None. 

ADJOURNMENT 
There being no other business Chair Ahrend adjourned the meeting at approximately 9:00 p.m. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 
 

Janice Reynolds 
Administrative Support 

 
 
 
 


